This week we’ve continued to make progress on our projects in construction. As the **Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation** project gets closer to completion, we’re also finishing up **accessibility improvements to Science Park station**, including platform upgrades and new tactile strips, to ensure the best experience for Green Line riders. On the **Orange Line**, designs for signal upgrades are 17% complete.

**Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation**

*Schedule subject to change with weather conditions and in accordance with public health directives
Project percentages represent the value of the installed work

**Lechmere Viaduct Rehabilitation Project**: Strengthen and preserve the 110-year-old viaduct to sustain heavier loads & increased capacity

- **This Week** | Completed concrete repairs, crack injection, structure cleaning and historic texturing
- **Lookahead** | Continue track punchlist items. While carrying on working at the Structure Emergency Staircase Egress Access, the change order for the Science Park Station to be concluded. Adjustment of the OCS Mid-Point Anchor tension shall be ongoing